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dition of the workers remained like that of the sick woman who had
consulted 'many physicians, and spent all that she had, and was
nothing bettered, but rather grew worse/
The attack that we made on the political dominance of the
Liberal and Tory parties was both continuous and effective.
Frederic Harrison had assured us that 'the working class is the
only class which is not a class. It is the nation,* and we aroused
a sense of injustice by repeatedly reminding the workers that
although ninety per cent of the population belonged to the working
classes, they were denied representation in the councils of the
nation, while every other class was represented far beyond its
needs. We asserted that the House of Commons, to its disadvan-
tage, was infested with lawyers; the landlords, the mine-owners, the
ship-owners, the mill-owners, the railway directors, the bankers,
and representatives of the army and navy, were there in abundance.
But the workers, who in mill and mine, in field and workshop,
created the wealth of the nation, were without representation, and
could only obtain it on terms which would place them under the
political control of those who exploited them.
This method of advocacy, judged by the calmer temper of our
own day, when Labour has won and justified its right to parlia-
mentary representation, may appear to be merely hysterical and
perhaps also unfair; but it should not be assumed that our propa-
ganda lacked more defensible qualities. In economic analysis and
research it quite easily surpassed the average intellectual quality
of the Liberal and Tory platforms, and it had in addition an
undeniable spiritual passion. The Sunday meetings of the I.L.P.,
held in a thousand halls, suggested religious revival meetings rather
than political demonstrations. The fervour of the great audiences
that assembled in centres like Glasgow, Bradford, Leeds, Hudders-
field, Birmingham, and Bristol, was quite without precedent in
British political history. Men who had grown old in years had
their youthful enthusiasms renewed under the glow and warmth of
a new spiritual fellowship. They were born again: they joyfully
walked many miles to listen to a favourite speaker; they sang Labour
hymns; and they gave to the new social faith an intensity of devotion
which lifted it far above the older political organizations of the day.
The women members of the movement were self-sacrificing
beyond all experience. They organized bazaars, and conducted
sales of work and concerts; they provided teas and 'do's* of all
kinds, and they have an honourable place in the records of the

